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We show that the principal graph D2n+1 Z2 characterizes II1 subfactors of the
form P < H/P < G, where G is a group of order 2(2n+1), a semidirect product
K < H, with H$Z2 and K abelian.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is proven in [9] by A. Ocneanu, for II1 hyperfinite factors, and
recently generalized in [5] by M. Izumi, for arbitrary factors, that prin-
cipal graph A5 characterizes subfactors of the form P < Z2 /P < D3 (Dk
denotes the dihedral group of order 2k). A similar characterization of
irreducible subfactors with principal graph E (1)6 , which can be realized as
P < Z3 /P < A4 , was obtained in [3] by the first mentioned author.
In this article we prove an analogue of these results for arbitrary
irreducible II1 subfactors with principal graph D2n+1 Z2 . We independ-
ently obtained it for n=1 before acknowledging [5] (see [4]). Our
approach is different from Ocneanu’s and Izumi’s.
Let G be a group of order 2(2n+1), which decomposes as a semidirect
product K < H, with H$Z2 and K abelian. If G acts outerly on a II1 factor
P, then P < H/P < G has principal graph D2n+1 Z2 (cf. [1, 8]).
Our main result can be stated as follows. If N/M are II1 factors with
N$ & M=CI and principal graph D2n+1 Z2 , then there is a subfactor
P/N, and a group G as above, acting outerly on P such that M=P < G
and N=P < H.
In the discussion of the derived tower, carried in the preliminary section,
we use Hopf algebra language (see [14, 15]). Next we construct subfactor
P. The final section contains a proof of the main theorem.
We are greatly indebted to Professor Herbert Halpern for many stimulating
discussions. We would also like to thank M. Izumi and H. Kosaki for mak-
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a group of order 2(2n+1), which decomposes as a semidirect
product K < H, with H$Z2 and K abelian. The action of H on K given by
k [ k&1. Suppose that G acts outerly on a II1 factor P, and denote
M=P < G, N=P < H. The principal graph for N/M is D2n+1 Z2 (cf.
[1, 8]). A natural question arises; are all II1 subfactors with principal
graph D2n+1 Z2 produced in this way? In order to address this problem,
we first observe that subfactors of the form P < H/P < G as above, possess
an additional property, described by Proposition 2.1 below.
Let [ug | g # G] form a group of unitaries in P < G such that ad ug is the
action of g on P. We denote by G% the Hopf V -algebra dual to G (see
[14, 15]). G% is an abelian algebra with minimal projections [ pg | g # G]
and comultiplication 2(Pg)=s # G ps ps&1g . We may form crossed
product (P < G) < G%, corresponding to the dual action of G% on P < G, i.e.
G%_(P < G)  P < G, given by ( pg , xuh) [ $ghxuh , for x # P. Considering
the natural imbedding G%/(P < G) < G%, we have us pg u*s= psg .
One can easily check that the basic construction for P < H/P < G is
isomorphic to the subalgebra of (P < G) < G% generated by P < G and
projection pH (if S/G, then we denote pS=s # S ps). This is established
similarly to [2, Section 4.7].
Minimal projections of (P < H)$ & [P < G, pH]" are [ pHgH | g # G], i.e.
they correspond to the double cosets of H in G (compare [2, Section
2.10]). More specifically, if H=(e, h) , then each of the double cosets is of
the form [k, kh, k&1, k&1h], for some k # K. We denote fk=pk+pkh+
pk&1+pk&1h , wk= pk+ pkh& pk&1& pk&1h , and Lfk= fk[P < H, wk]".
We have fk(P < H)/Lfk /[P < G, pH]"fk , and the following proposition
holds.
Proposition 2.1. If k, l # K"[e], the map % : xfk [ xfl , x # P < H,
% : wk [ wl , extends to an isomorphism % : Lfk  Lfl .
Proof. This follows from the fact that ad wi is an isomorphism of
fi (P < H), which when lifted to P < H induces an action of Z2 dual to the
action of H on P. K
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBFACTOR P/N
We first describe the Bratteli diagram of the derived tower for II1
factors N/M with principal graph D2n+1 Z2 (and N$ & M=CI ), i.e. (cf.
[1, 8]):
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Let M&1=N, M0=M, and Mk be the basic construction for Mk&2 /
Mk&1. It is clear that the depth of N/M is 4, and
N$ & M=CI,
N$ & M1 $Cn+1, with a trace vector 1(2n+1)(1, 2, ..., 2),
N$ & M2 $Mn+1(C)Mn(C), with a trace vector 1(2n+1)(1, 1),
N$ & M3 $Mn+1(C) (n M2n+1(C))Mn(C), with a trace vector
given by 1(2n+1)2 (1, 2, ..., 2, 1),
N$ & M4 $M2n2+2n+1(C)M2n2+2n(C), with a trace vector 1(2n+1)2
(1, 1).
We denote by { the Markov trace for the Jones tower N/M/
M1 / } } } . Let [ f0=eN , f1 , ..., fn] be the minimal projections in N$ & M1 ,
where eN # M1 denotes the Jones projection for N/M. Since N/M has
finite depth, the extremal property holds (see [10, Corollary 4.5] and [13,
Corollary 3.7]). Thus, we have [(M1)fi : Nfi]={( fi)
2 [M1 : N]=4, for all
i1. Moreover, (Nfi)$ & (M1)fi=Cfi $CI.
Denote by J=JM1 the unitary involution on L
2(M1 , {), and set pi=
fi JfiJ. Since JfiJ # (M1)$, the map (M1)fi  (M1)pi , given by x [ xJfiJ, is
an isomorphism. Thus, Nfi /(M1)fi is isomorphic to Npi /(M1)pi and so
we have [(M1)pi : Npi]=4 and (Npi)$ & (M1)pi=Cpi . Note that M3 is the
Jones extension for N/M1 , with the Jones projection eM1N =[M : N]
_eM eNeM1 eM (cf. [12]). By virtue of a result due to Wenzl (cf. [16,
Proposition 1.3]), (M3)pi is the Jones extension for Npi /(M1)pi . It follows
that 2dim((Npi)$ & (M3)pi)4, for i1 ([10, Proposition 1.9]).
Notice that {i (x)=(2n+1)24 {(x) for x # (M3)pi , where {i denotes the
normalized trace on (M3)pi . Also [{(q) | q a minimal projection in
N$ & M3]=[1(2n+1)2, 2(2n+1)2].
Lemma 3.1. For any i1, dim((Npi)$ & (M3)pi)=3 and traces ({i) of its





Proof. dim((Npi)$ & (M3)pi)=2 is impossible, since it leads to {(I&ei)
=3(2n+1)2, a contradiction. Here ei denotes (2n+1)2 pieM 1N pithe
Jones projection for Npi /(M1)pi .
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dim((Npi)$ & (M3)pi)=4 is impossible too, because it implies existence of
at least 2n+2 pairwise orthogonal, minimal projections of trace ({) equal
to 1(2n+1)2 in N$ & M3 , which is not the case.
Thus, we have dim((Npi)$ & (M3)pi)=3. The corresponding minimal
projections have trace ({) equal to 1(2n+1)2, 2(2n+1)2, and 1(2n+1)2,
respectively. K
Lemma 3.2. For each i1, there is a unique nontrivial intermediate sub-
factor Nfi /Lfi /(M1)fi .
Proof. Denote by EMp i the trace preserving conditional expectation of
(M3)pi onto (M1)pi . Since EMp i ( f ) # (Npi)$ & (M1)pi=Cpi for any projec-
tion f # (Npi)$ & (M3)pi , we have EMp i ( f )={i ( f ) pi . It follows from
Lemma 3.1 that
*[ f # (Npi)$ & (M3)pi | EMpi ( f )=[(M1)pi : Npi]
&1 pi= 14 pi ]=2.
This implies that |N(M1)p i (Npi)U (Npi)|=2, or |N(M1)f i (N fi)U (Nfi)|=2
(see [10, Proposition 1.7]). It follows that there is an outer action of Z2 on
Nfi such that N(M1) f i (N fi)"=N fi < Z2 . Define Lfi=N(M 1) f i (Nfi)". Then Lfi
is a II1 factor satisfying Nfi /Lfi /(M1)fi .
Since for any nontrivial intermediate subfactor Q between Nfi and (M1)fi
we have [(M1)fi , Q]=2, Q corresponds to a projection in (Nfi)$ & K i with
normalized trace equal to 12 . Here Ki denotes the basic construction for
Nfi /(M1)fi . Therefore, Lemma 3.1 implies that there exists exactly one
such a nontrivial intermediate subfactor, namely Lfi . K
In order to proceed with our construction, we need to establish an
analogue of Proposition 2.1 for arbitrary irreducible II1 subfactors with
principal graph D2n+1 Z2 . This is done in the following three lemmas.
For any i1, we denote by Ui the normalizer of Nfi inside (M2)fi . We
denote by qi a projection in N$ & M2 such that qifi and qi teN inside
N$ & M2 . The following lemma is trivial but we record it for further
reference.
Lemma 3.3. Let I # B/A be II1 factors such that [A : B]<,
N$ & M=CI. If B is singular in A, then Bp is singular in Ap for any projec-
tion p # B.
Lemma 3.4. U"i=Lfi for any i1.
Proof. Ad JM1 gives a trace preserving antiisomorphism of N$ & M1 and
M$1 & M3 . Therefore M$1 & M3 contains exactly one projection with trace
equal to [M2 : M1]
&1. By [10, Proposition 1.7], M1 is singular in M2 .
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Lemma 3.3 implies that (M1)eN=NeN is singular in (M2)eN . Since for any
i there is a unitary u # N$ & M2 such that uqiu*=eN , we infer that (M1)qi
is singular in (M2)qi .
Let Hi=[qi]$ & Ui . Restriction gives an injective map from Hi into the
normalizer of (M1)qi inside (M2)qi . Hence, Hi /Nfi . For any v # Ui we
have either v # Hi or vqi v*= fi&qi . If wi is a self-adjoint unitary in Lfi
implementing an outer automorphism of Nfi , then Ui=Hi _ Hi wi . It
follows that U"i=Lfi . K
Lemma 3.5. For any i, j1, there is an isomorphism % : Lfi  Lfj such
that % : xfi [ xfj for x # N.
Proof. For any i, j, there is a unitary v # N$ & M2 such that vfiv*= fj .
We have Ad v(Ui)=Uj , and Lemma 3.4 implies that %=Ad v is the
required isomorphism. K
Proposition 3.6. There is a subfactor P in N of index 2, and such that
P$ & M1 contains 2n+1 pairwise orthogonal, minimal projections of trace
1(2n+1).
Proof. Let w1 be a self-adjoint, unitary element of Lf1 such that ad w1
is an outer automorphism of Nf1 . Define ; : N  Nf1 as ; : x [ xf1 , for
x # N, and P=;&1((Nf1)Ad w1). By Lemma 3.5, there is an isomorphism
%i=Lf1  Lfi such that %i (xf1)=xfi for x # N. It follows that Ad %i (w1) is
an outer automorphism of Nfi with the fixed point algebra Pfi . Thus, the
existence inside Lfi of the Jones projection for Pfi /Nfi implies that there
are 2n+1 pairwise orthogonal projections in P$ & M1 , each with trace
1(2n+1). If g is one of those projections, then [(M1)g : Pg]=
{(g)2 [M1 : P]=2. Consequently, (Pg)$ & (M1)g=Cg, and g is minimal in
P$ & M1 . K
From now on, we fix a subfactor P/N, as in the preceding proposition.
We denote by gi , i=1, ..., n, projections of trace 1(2n+1) in P$ & M1 such
that gifi , and gi is the Jones projection for Pfi /Nfi .
4. THE CROSSED PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION
Let eP be the Jones projection for P/M and JM denote the canonical
involution for M represented on L2(M, {).
Lemma 4.1. P$ & M=CI.
Proof. Since JM(P$ & M) JM=M$ & (M, eP) , it suffices to show that
M$ & (M, eP) =CI. By Goldman’s theorem, there is a unitary u # (M, eP)
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of order 2 such that (M, eP)$M1 < Ad u Z2 . Let x, y # M1 be such that
y+xu # M$ & (M, eP) . For any a # M we have a( y+xu)=( y+xu) a,
hence y # M$ & M1=CI and xu # M$ & (M, eP). Suppose, by way of con-
tradiction, that M$ & (M, eP){CI. Then there is a non-zero x # M1 with
xu # M$ & (M, eP). Since xx*=(xu)(xu)* # M$ & M1=CI, we can make x
unitary by multiplying it by an appropriate constant. Now Ad xu is an
outer automorphism of M1 , which fixes M. However, (xu)2 # M$ & M1=
CI, thus Ad xu has order two. Since M/MAd xu1 and (M, eP) is the
Jones extension of MAd xu1 /M1 , there is a corresponding Jones projection
in M$ & (M, eP) of trace 12. Consequently, there is a projection of trace
1
2
in P$ & M1 as well, which is impossible in view of Proposition 3.6. K
Since JM(N$ & M1)JM=N$ & M1 , there is a permutation \ of [1, ..., n]
of order two such that JM fiJM= f\(i) .
Lemma 4.2. P$ & (M, eP) is an abelian algebra of dimension 2(2n+1).
Proof. Since JM giJM is in N$ & (M, eP) but not in N$ & M1 , it follows
that [JM gi JM , g\(i) , f\(i)] are linearly independent. Thus fi (P$ &
(M, eP) ) fi is at least 4-dimensional, for i1. However, since
P$ & M=CI by Lemma 4.1, it follows from [10, Proposition 1.9]
that dim(P$ & (M, eP) )2(2n+1). Thus, we have dim fi (P$ &
(M, eP) ) fi=4, for i1. Consequently, dim(P$ & (M, eP) )=2(2n+1),
and it easily follows that each fi is central in P$ & (M, eP).
Since vi= fi&2gi is a self-adjoint unitary in N$ & M1 such that Ad vi is
an outer automorphism of Nfi , we see that JMviJM is a self-adjoint unitary
in N$ & (M, eP) such that Ad JM vi JM is an outer automorphism of
(M1)f\(i) . By Lemma 3.2, the fixed point algebra for this action is Lf\(i) ,
hence g\(i) commutes with JM viJM . We infer that (P$ & (M, eP) )f\(i) is
abelian. This completes the proof. K
Now we are in a position to prove our main result.
Theorem 4.3. Let N/M be II1 factors such that N$ & M=CI. if the
principal graph for N/M is D2n+1 Z2 , then there exist
v a group G of order 2(2n+1), which decomposes as a semidirect
product K < H, with H$Z2 , K abelian, and the action of H on K given by
k [ k&1,
v a subfactor P/N,
v an outer action of G on P,
such that M=P < G and N=P < H.
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Proof. By virtue of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, there exist P/N, a group G
of order 2(2n+1), and an outer action of G on P such that M=P < G
(see [11, Corollary 1.16]). By the Galois correspondence, there is a sub-
group H of order 2 with N=P < H. Since NM(N)=U (N), we have
NG(H)=H, and the remaining claims follow easily. K
M. Izumi has kindly communicated to us that the proof of Theorem 4.3
remains valid for properly infinite factors, if one replaces PimsnerPopa’s
characterization of crossed products of II1 factors ([11, Corollary 1.16])
with Kosaki’s characterization of crossed products of properly infinite
factors ([7]).
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